Career Guidance Cell Workshop Report

A workshop of three days (29th December, 2015-31st December, 2015) on “Placement Preparation” was organised by Career Guidance Cell of our College and conducted by Mr. Parveen Kumar Sharma, (Communication skills & Employability Enhancement Trainer). The workshop enfolded three dimensions which the second & final year students need for their strategic future planning, namely: Resume Writing, Interview Skills and Group Discussion.

A group of 40 students attended this enriching series of session and exercises in the form of learning the art of writing an appropriate resume and the mistakes generally committed by them in drafting it. The second day focused on the pre requisites of interview and exposure was given to each student by taking their mock interview, which was video recorded for quality analysis. The final day of workshop brought altogether a whole new learning experience, through GD’s and CAPA model.

The workshop was quite impactful as it enlightened the students with better communication skills, uplifting their confidence and hence preparing them to face the aggressive placement drives for a better tomorrow.